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Why an ACO HIT Framework?
 Changing reimbursement policies encourage greater
accountability for cost, quality, and patient focused care
 Federal ACO/MSS rule
 Commercial insurers offering multiple types of ACO models
 Some states mandating accountable care from Medicaid providers

 Over 450 providers groups in some form of financial risk arrangement

 Different from HMO capitation of the 1990s
 Emphasis on quality of care as well as patient engagement
 Belief in the power of HIT to support new structures and processes

 Many new provider groups unclear about what they will need
and where to start their HIT roadmaps
 No structured public discussion at the implementation level
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Value of the Framework
 Provider groups taking on financial risk -- self assessment
and roadmap development, depending on organizational
goals
 Payers -- assess readiness of proposed AC partners to
take on risk; partnership opportunities
 Developers -- fill gaps

 All of us -- enhanced discussion and understanding of what
it means to move along the continuum from current care to
a transformed delivery system
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Why CCHIT?
 Not for profit with an educational mission and commitment
to helping providers adopt HIT for patient care purposes
 History of developing publically available HIT evaluation
processes in a dynamic environment

 Convener of multi-stakeholder national experts -- 15
Commission members and a 13 member Advisory Panel
 ONC Certified EHR technology limited to meeting the
requirements of CMS’ Meaningful Use program
 Responding to recognized needs
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Framework Development
 Commissioners–representing provider groups applying for
MSS programs, a payer, developers (1 open source),
patient advocacy, standards development, the dental
community, and public health -- developed initial
Framework over 6 monthly meetings
 Expert Panel -- reworked and prioritized Framework
elements and guided accompanying paper

 Framework in Three Parts: Summary, List of HIT
Capabilities, and a Glidepath
 Represents consensus among Panel members
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The Framework Part 1: Summary
 Represents a provider orientation -- how care delivery
functions at the organizational level
 Grounded in goals and objectives of care delivery
 Process oriented in the accountable care delivery
environment
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Important Consideration
Emphasis on Primary HIT requirements common to
all organizations in the accountable care arena
 Sharing of health information – among providers internal and
external to organization as well as with patients and their
designated caregivers
 Data integration from multiple sources -- clinical, operational,
financial and patient derived
 Specific patient safety features
 Strong privacy and security protections

Can be implemented in multiple ways
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The Framework Part 2: HIT Capabilities
 Each process and its functions are defined in detail
 HIT capabilities are outlined which optimally support each
of the 64 discrete functions
 Care Coordination example follows
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Important Features
 Includes and identifies (*) all relevant ONC 2014 Edition
criteria
 Identifies (bolds) HIT capabilities that support patient
safety
 Not prescriptive with respect to who or what provides the
HIT capabilities -- supports partnerships and integration of
multiple products
 Many capabilities beyond the scope of a clinician’s EHR
 Includes some “aspirational” technologies
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The Framework Part 3: An ACO HIT
Glidepath
 Based on how the care environment will likely change as
provider organizations become more and more
accountable for quality, costs, and customer loyalty
 Acknowledges accountable care as really about healthcare
transformation
 Each organization will have a unique glidepath,
commensurate with its own short and long term goals
 Functions and HIT capabilities may be more limited in early
stages of healthcare transformation and grow
incrementally as needed
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Suggested Feedback and Discussion Points
 Is a publically available ACO HIT Framework helpful?
 To providers with defined resources
 To payers partnering with provider groups taking on risk
 For HIT developers and SDOs
 For policy development -- how and at what level, if so

 How can the primary HIT requirements be implemented in different
accountable care settings?
 Is CCHIT’s Framework of ACO Key Processes and Functions a
reasonable starting point? Are there any major omissions?
 Is the level of specificity of the HIT Capabilities appropriate?
 Does the ACO HIT Glidepath for healthcare transformation help
operationalize support for high value healthcare?
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Thank You!
Karen Bell MD, Chair, CCHIT Commission and ACO HIT
Framework Advisory Panel kbell@cchit.org
Sue Reber, Marketing Director, CCHIT sreber@cchit.org

www.healthaffairs.org/blog for overview, link to
Framework, public feedback, comment, discussion

www.cchit.org/hitframework for access to the interactive
CCHIT ACO HIT Framework with User’s Guide
Comments/feedback to CCHIT: hitframework@cchit.org
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